BP–Wild Well Control Master Services Agreement (Contract No. BPM-04-00806)

4.2 **CONTRACTOR** represents and warrants that it:
(a) has the competence to perform the services;
(b) has or shall obtain the necessary tools, products, equipment and personnel to provide the services;

SECTION 2
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT

SECTION 3
SCOPE OF WORK

6. **WELL CONTROL INCIDENT RESPONSE**
As a result of the activities described above CONTRACTOR will develop a familiarity with the facilities, operations, local resources and COMPANY practices which will facilitate its response to a well control incident. **In the event of a well control incident CONTRACTOR will assist COMPANY in evaluation of the situation and mobilization of materials, personnel and services required in fire fighting, recovery, capping and relief well operations.** Following mobilization the CONTRACTOR will advise and assist COMPANY with onsite fire fighting, well capping, relief well and recovery operations.

6.1.1 **Blow-out-Control**
**CONTRACTOR** shall provide personnel and equipment necessary for blow-out control activities including, but not limited, well capping, pressure control, fire fighting, equipment operation, engineering, HSE as well as monitoring capacity, and well restoration capabilities.